
B#-SDG
Scorecard
Report

Does your company
implement fair labour
practices? 
If so, how can you verify
this?

Our B#-SDG Scorecard acts as

an internal assessment which

helps review your HR policies

and measures worker

satisfaction with responsive

surveys.

From the survey's statistics, our

report gives you actionable

insights to meet best practices

and improve worker wellbeing.

A B# (bluenumber) is a digital identity that can be assigned to any person, place, organisation or
thing. We use B# to help organisations identify and verify data to evidence sustainability claims.



DID YOU KNOW?
In the recently approved Budget 2021, it was announced that the Malaysian Government

through cooperation with the UN will establish the Malaysia-SDG Trust Fund to ensure the UN

Sustainable Development Goals are achieved by 2030, 

Scrutiny against suppliers at risk of forced labour is becoming the norm. Potential import

bans and negative media coverage make check and balances on labour practices and worker

satisfaction a vital part of any internal review. 

WHY CHOOSE THE B#-SDG
SCORECARD REPORT

It is often said that employees are the most valuable assets within a company. Their

concerns and challenges impact the overall performance of a company. Our survey

enables you to hear every voice that matters in your organisation and helps you

resolve HR risks.

PROTECT  YOUR  ASSETS

Your convenience is our top priority, Therefore, we have prebuilt the survey with our

customised metrics with no admin or IT support required from your company, It's

never been easier to collect honest and verified feedback.

NO  MUSS  NO  FUSS

Due to the stringent rules applicable to the employment process, it is important to

evaluate your practices and policies via an independent review. Our report helps

pinpoint when risk of non-compliance exists in the workplace and ensures that

procedures are fair and consistent across the organisation. 

ENHANCE  INTERNAL  CONTROL

We ensure that all survey feedbacks gathered are kept confidential from the

company itself, Being sure to avoid any biased responses is essential in gathering

the highest quality assessment that accurately represents worker voices. 

UNBIASED  AND  VERIFIABLE  
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SERVICE
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5 SIMPLE STEPS
to complete the B#-SDG Scorecard Report 
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DELIVERY

We design the project

processes to suit your

needs.

A link/QR code to the survey

will be shared to your

workers through SMS.

Our team works with your

HR to gather all

 relevant data.

Once survey responses are

collected, our team will

begin analysing the data.

Done! The B#-SDG Scorecard

Report is ready.  

ANALYSIS

STEP
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STEP

STEP

STEP



For more information, contact us at info.my@bluenumber.org
www.bluenumber.com

http://www.bluenumber.com/
http://www.bluenumber.com/

